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~48imilar ideas are contained in the work of %. E. Lamb
and M. O. Scully, in Polarization, Matter and Radiation
(Presses Universitaire de France, Paris, 1969}and P. A.
Franken, in Atomic Physics, edited by V. Hughes et al .

(Plenum, New York, 1969), p-. 377. These investiga-
tions contain numerical calculations in agreement with
the observed photoelectric effect.
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We discuss the observational consistency, possible properties, and detection of collapsed
nuclei C&. These may be considered as elementary particles with mass number A & 1 and of
much smaller radius than ordinary nuclei Nz. The existence of Cz of (perhaps much) lower
energy than N& is observationally- consistent if Nz are very long-lived isomers against collapse
because of a "saturation" barrier between Cz and Nz. Barrier-penetrability estimates show
that sufficiently long lifetimes ~103~ sec are plausible for A ~16-40. The properties of C„are
discussed using composite bar&on and quark models; small charges and hypercharges and,
especially, neutral Cz are possible. Cz can be effectively a source or sink of baryons. Some
astrophysical implications are brieQy discussed, in particular the possible large scale pres-
ence of C& and the possibility that accelerated collapse in massive objects may be a source
of energy comparable to the rest mass.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the possibility of collapsed nuclei
and conjecture about their possible properties and
about the observational consequences of their ex-
istence. By collapsed nuclei C„we understand
systems with baryon number 4 & 1 and with (pre-
sumably much) smaller radii than normal nuclei

Collapsed nuclei are thus best regarded as
elementary particles, in contrast to ordinary nu-
clei. C„of (perhaps much) lower energy than N„
can be consistent with observation if N„are ex-
tremely long-lived isomers. VFe show that this is
possible for moderate A. States with A = 2 and
nonzero strangeness have been previously consid-
ered' using SU, . However, these states consist of
baryons not bound or only loosely bound together.

Our conjectures arose on the one hand from
quark models which give no obvious reason why

tightly bound systems of quarks with A &1 should
not exist. Secondly, recent phenomenological nu-
clear forces with soft (or momentum-dependent)
repulsive cores do not necessarily satisfy the sat-
uration conditions.

The observational consequences of the existence
of C„are dependent on the properties con)ectured
for C~. To obtain some indications about these
we have considered two types of models for C„,
namely quark models with quarks as the constitu-

ents, and composite hadron models with the
known hadrons as the constituents. Some possible
astrophysical implications are also briefly dis-
cussed.

H. SATURATION CONDITIONS;
"STABLENUCLEI AS ISOMERS"

Since the A-baryon Hamiltonian H„ is not known

for collapsed conditions which could be vastly dif-
ferent from normal ones, we use H„(C}and H„(N)
for the appropriate forms of II„. Collapsed and
normal conditions, in particular states, are de-
noted by superscripts (C) and (N}, respectively.
Some speculations about H„(C) are given in Sec.1V
in connection with the discussion of the properties
of C„. For the time being we merely assume that
the radius R~ of C„ is much less than the radius
R„=rg'I' of N„and we consider two options for
Rc: (1}Rc is roughly constant, about the nuclear-
force range (40.5 F) with C„resembling the usual
collapsed state with all nucleons (generally had-
rons) within Rc; (2) Rc =r+' ' with rc %0.4 F,
corresponding to saturation at very high densities,
perhaps appropriate to a saturating quark model.
The binding energy calculated with a trial function
is barred. The exact eigenvalue ie unbarred; e.g. ,
for H„(N) the binding energies B„'c'(N) and B~~'(N)
are for collapsed and normal trial functions, re-
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and

B„(C)&B„(N) for A &A

Tg(N) &r,b, =10"sec =10"yr for A & A ~,„.
(lb)

Here 7„' ' is the lifetime of N„ for decay into C„,
while v,,b, is the experimentally observable limit
for a decay time. The value 10" sec corresponds
to about one disintegration per mole per year and
is very conservative even for readily detectable
disintegrations involving large energy releases.

Conditions (la} and (lb) imply that H„gives a
"saturation" barrier which hinders transitions be-
tween C„and N„. Such a barrier, associated with
collective volume changes, is a consequence of
the observed nuclear saturation and is therefore
obtained even for models with H„(C) =H„(N) which
are consistent with conventional nuclear forces
(possibly with modifications which are negligible
for N„). Examples are conventional two-body po-
tentials with a soft core, or with suitable moxnen-
tum dependence (repulsive at fairly low momenta
of the order of the Fermi momentum and strongly
attractive at very high momenta), or saturating
two-body forces plus many-body forces, which
have a small effect at normal densities but are
strongly attractive at very high ones. ' (As dis-
cussed in Sec. IV relativistic effects favor C„rel-
ative to N„)There is thus n. o obvious conflict
svith observation if C„is louver in energy than N„

spectively, and B„(N) is the exact energy.
One argues that H„(N) is unacceptable if B~~~(N)

& BP" for some A, since B„(N)&B~+~(N), and hence
B„(N)&Bf~' in apparent conflict with observation.
However, this conclusion is not inescapable (even
if A includes stable nuclei), since H„(N} most
probably has a (lowest) collapsed eigenstate (a col-
lapsed trial function was used), and if H„(N)
0 H„(C) nothing can be concluded about C„; in par-
ticular, about its existence. [Only for a normal
trial functjon and B„'"'(N)&B„~~' could one reason-
ably conclude that H„(N) is unacceptable. ] Gener-
ally, whether or not the saturation conditions are
satisfied implies nothing about C„, since H„(C) is
likely to be very different from H„(N)

We now study the implications of postulating that
H„ is sucks that the collapsed state C„is the low-
est state for values of A which include some sta
Ale nuclei. Although C„ is not observed (to date),
the well-known phenomenon of isomerism shows
that this need not imply its nonexistence. We thus
modify the "saturation" requirements on N„and
the statements about C„as follows. C„may be en-
ergetically lower than N» and H„ is acceptable,
if

and if also N„are extremely Long-lived isomers.
If N„ is lower in energy than C„, i.e., if B„(C)

&B„(N}, then with a saturation barrier between
N„and C„ it is now C„which is metastable. A
lifetime condition is now, however, unnecessary
for observational consistency. If, however, v„' '
&'Tobe, then C„ is now effectively stable. This pos-
sibility is complementary to that where C„ is the
lower state. It is even a natural one for A&A
if B„(C)and the saturation barrier vary smoothly
with A such that B„(C)&B~(N) for A &A q„. Such
a crossover at A;„ofB„(C)and B„(N) as functions
of A could be expected for constant Rc (where the
number of bonds increases rapidly with A) and per-
haps even for B~ ~A' ' if surface effects decrease
fast enough with A.

That ordinary nuclei are isomers need not be
considered a particularly outrageous suggestion in
view of well-known examples of isomers. Mun-
dane examples' are diatomic molecules and the as-
sociated "collapsed" atom (e.g. , the D-D molecule
and He atom). For small A the molecule is meta-
stable (fusion favored) and vice versa for large A
(spontaneous fission favored). Related to atom-
molecule isomerism is the Zahn- Teller selection
rule. Examples where the barrier is a collective
effect, but associated with changes in shape, are
the fission isomers' whose. lifetimes can be of the
order of 10 ' sec. These also are states in an ex-
ternal well shallower than the interior well.

III. LIFETIME OF ORDINARY NUCLEI
AGAINST COLLAPSE

To estimate v„'"' we use

[&(N)]-1

where P = 10 ~ is the penetrability of the satura-
tion barrier %' and v is the frequency of attempts
by Ã„on W. We assume W(r) depends on the col-
lective radial coordinate r, corresponding to
spherical distortion (compression or dilation) of
the whole nucleus. Collapsed conditions corre-
spond to a central hole (radius Rc) and normal
ones to a, shallow outer valley of radius R„, The
assumption W = W(r), i.e., that only the depen-
dence on r need be considered, implies that the
collapse is "direct" and proceeds by the "short-
est" path, and not by a longer one perhaps invol-
ving deformations or o%er degrees of freedom.
This is a natural assumption, aside from the dif-
ficulty of making any other.

The frequency v is that of the "breathing" mode
and is determined by the radius Rz=rg "of N„
and by the nuclear-compressibility coefficient K.'
Thus v '=7x %0 's (100/K)'I'A'~' for r = 1.1 F and
K in MeV. For A=40 andK=200 MeV(a popular
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value} one obtains v '=1.Vx10 "sec. Thus r„' '

a10 ' sec requires P410 ' or equivalently P~53.
For I' we use

P=e ' with C =(2M/)f'}~' [W(&)1" d&~

where M=~„ is the mass of N„. The zero-point
energy of N„ is negligible and reflection effects,
etc. from r &Rc are neglected K.nowledge of W(r)
implies knowledge of the equation of state of nu-
clear matter to extremely high densities. Even
for normal densities this equation, in particular
the compressibility coefficient K, is not we11
known. We thus parametrize W(v} in terms of R„,
R~, K, and a shape parameter g. Thus near R&
we have

W(r) —W(R„) =AK(r -R„)'/2 R„'. (4)

Several extrapolations to Az were considered
which all satisfy Eq. (4) for r ~R =-,'(R„+Re) and
are characterized by x. One finds

C =pro(KM~/s )'~'A '4(R„Rc}~/-2R~2, (5)

where 0.25 ~x ~1 for the shapes considered. Thus
if W(r) is given by Eq. (4) for Rc & r &R„, then x
=1, whereas if W(r) =0 for r&R (zero cutoff), one
has x= 0.25. For intermediate shapes, x has in-
termediate values [@=0.V5 for a horizontal cutoff
for r &R, and x =0.5 for W(~) symmetric about R].
Equation (5) gives W(R) =2 GeV for K = 200 MeV
and 4~100. The shapes which give @&1are all
conservative [i.e., W is less than the value given
by Eq. (5)], and x &1 is also quite possible. In any
case one expects x =0(1). There are also uncer-
tainties due to inadequate knowledge af K. Thus
the value K=200 MeV is rather uncertain and lar-
ger values, e.g., K~300 MeV, are quite possible.
For K =300 MeV, P would be larger by a factor of
about 1.22.

With P, =P(Rc = 0) and for K = 200 MeV and r~
=1.1 F one obtains P~/x=6, 16, 40, 1SV, 46V, and
1170 forA =4, 8, 16, 40, 100, and 200, respec-
tively; for Rc =0.5 F the corresponding values
are P/x=S, 9, 2V, 104, S76, and 995. For Rc
=rcA'I' one has P/P, =(ro- rc)'/r, '=0.64 and 0.26
for r~ =0.2 and 0.4 F, respectively.

These estimates, inspite of their uncertainties,
clearly demonstrate that ~„&~,b, can be satis-
fied for 4~16-.40 and perhaps for even smaller
values of A. If the existence of C„ is accepted,
then consistent with Eq. (1b) one only further re-
quires that A ~,~ be larger than the minimum val-
ue of A. required for v+ &7',b, Our lifetime esti-
mates are probably not too relevant if A is consid-
erably larger than A,„, since then only a part of
N„(corresponding to an effective value of A clos-

er to A 1„)may collapse-'leaving the remainder
(e.g. , an outer shell) in the normal state.

For A. &A~, „one could, as already discussed,
have C„metastable with v& '~v, b, if A. is not too
sma1.1. For quite small A, the lifetime z„' ' might
become quite small corresponding to relatively
short-lived multibaryon "resonant" states.

IV. PROPERTIES OF COLLAPSED NUCLEI

Although the properties of C„are quite specula-
tive it is important to discuss them so as to have
a guide to the observational possibilities. We use
the two types of models mentioned in the Introduc-
tion.

Quite independently of a specific model and sim-
ply because C„ is highly dense hadronic matter,
one could have B„(C)» B(Ã) even for A only mod-
erately larger than A,„. Thus the binding energy
per nucleon bc =B„(C)/A could perhaps be hun-
dreds of NeV and possibly even comparable with
M„. To avoid negative masses b~ -M~ is re-
quired. For the constant-radius models, b~ may
increase quite fast with A, with the bizarre possi-
bility that the total mass M~ could eventually de-
crease with A, e.g. , M~-0 as A-~. Clearlyalarge
range of masses 0&M~ &AM„ is possible. If M~
«AMN, then collapse would give Q values compar-
able with the rest mass of N„.

Nucleon mode/. This is a special case of the
baryon model and assumes the constituents are
neutrons and protons; nonrelativistically one ef-
fectively assumes H„(C) =H„(N). The strangeness
8=0; for even A, a spin and parity 8~=0' seems
plausible, whereas for odd A, in a single-particle
version, J~ depends on the partly filled orbits.
For a Fermi-gas version, with equal numbers of
neutrons and protons N=S, and with R~=0.5 F,
A =40, one has a Fermi momentum k~=11 F '
and an average kinetic energy per nucleon of T
=850 MeV. It is noteworthy that relativistic ef-
fects reduce T and thus favor the collapsed state
relative to the normal one. Thus one has T/T(non-
relativistic} =X(y) =0 6with y .= sk~/M~ =2.S.'

The ground-state composition, for given A, is
equivalent to determining the neutron excess, i.e.,
-Ts=a'(Ã-Z), and hence the charge Q =Z =T, + Q
As for ordinary nuclei, we assume T, is due to
competition between the Coulomb energy E+ and
the symmetry energy E,~T,* (for not too large
T,). If, furthermore, E, is assumed to have the
same dependence on density as just its kinetic en-
ergy part, then one obtains E,/Ec ~X(y)/R 'and T,
ac -R/X(y). Thus, as compared to N„, the Cou-
lomb energy is relatively ineffective in giving a
neutron excess for C„[e.g. , T,(C„)/T,(N„)~0.16
for A~100, R Re~0.5 F], and the nucleon model
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predicts a large positive charge Q = Q for C„.
General baryon model. For the nucleon model

the Fermi energy (even with. the relativistic reduc-
tion} is well above the threshold for producing
other baryons and mesons (T» ~1250 MeV for Rc
=0.5 F, A = 40). It is then favorable to transform
nucleons into distinct baryons occupying the low-
est (ls) state, and the nucleon model must be con-
sidered as unrealistic. We must therefore expect
C„ to consist of a mixture of baryons and mesons,
i.e., to be an "hadronic soup. " We recall the sim-
ilar considerations for neutron stars. ' Again rel-
ativistic effects, now due to the possibility of cre-
ating particles, favor C.„.

We limit ourselves to baryons. If then the differ-
ences in the average potential energies of differ-
ent baryons are small compared to the mass dif-
ferences, then as a function of the baryon compo-
sition the binding energy will be determined main™
ly by the baryon masses and kinetic energies. As
an example we fill the 1s state wi;th the baryons
(spin doublets) of the SU, octet in order of increas-
ing mass and then similarly with the members
(spin quadruplets} of the decimet. Generally, in

contrast to the predictions of the nucleon model,

Q and the hypercharge Y are now quite small
(large negative strangeness S), and for complete
multiplets Q = Y=O. The octet, decimet, ... are
complete for A. = 16, 56, ... . These could be mag-
ic numbers associated with enhanc'ed stability—
perhaps so much so that only magic (neutral) C„
exist.

Quark model. For the "naive" model, '0 C„ is a
composite of 3A (nonrelativistic) quarks. For
parastatistics (~3 quarks in each state) the orbits,
in a single-particle version, are filled successive-
ly as A increases. For equal numbers of the
three kinds of quarks, i.e., N =Nt=Nq, one has
Q=Y=O (S=-A) arid plausibly J =0' for even A.
One now expects two "symmetry" energies propor-
tional to T,' and Y', respectively [T,= ,'(N~ X„),--
Y= ', (N +N„„-2Nq}].—Since Q =0 for equal numbers,
the "driving force" giving differences is now not
the Coulomb energy but could be the mass differ-
ence mq-m, if mq&m~=m =m» (potential inde-
pendent of the quark type). This favors an excess
of nonstrange quarks and would give (small) posi-
tive Y and Q for large A.. Since the quark model
is a particular implementation of SU„ it is. per-
haps not surprisigg that it gives similar predic-
tions to the (SU,) baryon model'. in particular,
small positive or zero Q and F.

OBSERVATION OF Cg AND INTERACTIONS

WITH ORDINARY MATTER

For values of A larger than but close to A
one should not entirely exclude the possibility that

v„'"' may be just observable, giving energetic
spontaneous "disappearances" of nuclei.

If C„ is charged (and also if neutral, but with J
& —,

' and with electromagnetic moments} it will give
ionizing tracks. Thus one could look for anoma-
lous cosmic-ray tracks which are not identifiable
with known nuclei; in particular we recall that-
both the general hadron and quark models suggest
small positive charge and hypercharge with a large
range of possible masses. For anti-collapsed mat-
ter the charges are reversed. Positive C„will give
C„e atoms and molecules with anomalous spec-
tra —perhaps detectable in stellar spectra. Stable
C„e atoms or molecules could be embedded in
ordinary matter and one could search for anoma-
lous masses and e/m values. The problems of de-
tecting C„would be similar to those for' quarks';
indeed, fractionally charged C„should also be en-
visioned. The observation of neutral C„would be
much more difficult than if it were charged; and

one should consider the possibility that only neu-
tral C„exist. Observation will then depend on
the strong interactions between C„and N„which
we now discuss.

Perhaps the most characteristic and dramatic
property of C„ is as a source ox sink of baryons.
Very energetic (e.g. , cosmic ray) C„ incident on

N„could give multiple (~A-fold) baryon produc-
tion- i.e., "ionization" —perhaps in the form of
jets Colla. pse of N„(perhaps accelerated under
extreme conditions as discussed below) and "radi-
ative" nucleon capture (see below) imply that C„ is
effectively a baryon sink giving aPParent violation
of baryon-number conservation.

Inelastic excitation of (cosmic ray) C„ followed

by decay back to the ground state could occur .

(e.g. , C„+p-C„*+mesons, etc; C„*-C„+mesons,
etc.}with net production of mesons, y rays, etc.
If C„ is charged, this would greatly help to identi-
fy "ionizationa1" and inelastic- collisions. Interac-
tions of neutral C„might be difficult to distinguish
from those of oidinary neutrals. Even quite large
amounts of C„could presumably escape ready
detection, especially if C„ is neutral and/or resides
in inaccessible places (see below).

C„N„ interaction At mode.rate energies (=10'
-10' MeV) the C„N interaction (N = nucleon} is ex-
pected to be predominantly real and repulsive with

range about R~, since a large ref lectivity will re-
sult from the large abrupt change in the effective
C „H potential at R~." C „N scattering will then be
predominantly (hard-sphere) elastic with a smalI
total cross section 410 mb. Slight transmission
could give the very interesting possibility of "radi-
ative" nucleon capture: C ~+M C~+g+ mesons,
etc., with perhaps Q values of several hundred

- MeV. Such capture gives a possible way of obser-
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ving neutral C„present in ordinary matter.
At very low energies (&0 MeV) an attractive tail

extending beyond R& could become effective with
the possibility of a net attractive interaction per-
haps even sufficient to bind C„N or C„N„, (e.g.,
C~He~). Such a tail would arise from meson ex-
change resulting from an effective C„-meson
Yukawa vertex (coupling constant gc). If J'r(C„)
=0+ then exchange of a 0+ meson is expected to
dominate without any long-range one-pion-ex-
change contribution. The complexity of C„could
imply a small g~,

'
in which case a bound state is

unlikely. If, on the other hand, a 0' meson is ap-
proximately universally coupled to the baryon
charge, then g~ could be large and C „N could then
be bound. Even if unbound, the interaction could
still bind C„ to a heavier nucleus (since for a giv-
en potential strength the binding is greater for lar-
ger masses and for larger radii of the effective
C„N„, potential). The possibility of C„N„, com-
pounds should certainly be considered. These
would give anomalous masses, e/m ratios, and
spectra, even for neutral C„, but might be only
metastable because of "radiative" capture by C„
of nucleons in N„..

VI. ASTROPHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES

Collapsed nuclei may have been copiously pro-
duced in the initial extremely hot and dense stages
of the universe, and also later under extreme con-
ditions. Subsequently it may separate from ordi-
nary matter, e.g., by gravitational stratification
or conversion of contiguous N„ into C„ through .
"radiative" capture. Decay of N„during the life-
time of the universe would give only very small
amounts of C„, since vP'&10" v(universe) and
since only comparatively rare N„with A ~20 will
be relevant. It is therefore possible that C„
may exist on a large scale: (1}diffused in space
(galactic and intergalactic) where it could interact
"ionizationally" or inelastically with cosmic rays;
(2} condensed mainly on its own, perhaps as pecu-
liar very compact massive black ('y) objects; (3)
in association with ordinary matter. There are in
fact indications that much of the mass of the uni-
verse as well as of individual galaxies is unac-
counted for.

Neutral C„(no electrons) in bulk would be much
denser than ordinary matter and would gravitate to
the center of massive bodies. Thus the inner core
of planets and stars might contain appreciable
amounts of C„which have perhaps been partially
acquired by accretion. Anomalously dense plane-
tary central cores are thus an interesting possi-
bility. Energy (heat) could be produced as a re-
suIt of "radiative" capture of N~ by C„which is

gravitating to the core, or at the boundary of a
central accumulation of C„which is perhaps asso-
ciated with inner cores of planets. There is thus
the bizarre possibility of celestial bodies being
slowly "eaten up" and converted into collapsed
matter.

A very interesting possibility is that the collapse
of N„may be greatly accelerated under extreme
conditions and thus provide a source of energy
which could be comparable with the rest mass.
Thus for sufficiently dense m, assive bodies, the
saturation barrier could be squeezed sufficiently
for rapid collapse to occur. This might be expec-
ted to proceed catastrophically (and irreversibly)
at densities roughly an order of magnitude larger
than that of normal nuclear densities, correspon-
ding to the collapse of nuclear clusters with A not
too much above A~, „, i.e., when the radius of
clusters with A =A~&„becomes comparable to R~.
This is then a possible source of large energies
for bodies capable of collapse into neutron stars'
with large central densities or into a "black
hole"." For the latter, an interesting possibility
is that nuclear collapse might occur before the
gravitational horizon is reached. In such cases a
large fraction of the rest mass could be radiated
away, whereas thid seems difficult for gravita-
tional collapse into a black hole for which the
"available" energy is to a large extent effectively
trapped by the strong gravitational fields. "

Also, quasars, "the positive energy of galaxies
as well as intense activity associated with some
galaxies and galactic nuclei, '4 and gravitational
radiation from the galactic center" (perhaps 10'
-10' solar masses per year) indicate tremendous
sources of energy. So far these are far from con-
vincingly explained, and nuclear collapse is an in-
teresting possibility which should be considered.

VII. CONCLUSION

Our main point is that the existence of collapsed
nuclei C„of lower energy than normal nuclei N„
need not be in conflict with observations if N„are
long-lived isomers with respect to collapse. This
is possible because of the existence of a" satura-
tion" barrier between C„and N» and penetrabil-
ity estimates indicate that sufficiently long life-
times (al0'4 yr) are possible for moderate values
of A~20.

Although the properties of C„-if they exist-
are quite speculative, our discussion of the baryon
and quark models nevertheless serves to show
that C„with small positive charges and hyper-
charges should be considered and, in particular,
also neutral C„. Thus one could look for anoma-
lous nuclear masses, e/m ratios, spectra, and cos-
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mic-ray tracks and events consistent with such
charges and with a large range of possible masses,
including quite small ones, since the binding ener-
gy of C„could be comparable to the N„rest mass.
The possibility of artificially producing C„, e.g. ,
by heavy-ion collisions, seems remote. Even if
large enough energies, needed to surmount the sat-
uration barrier (of the order of 1 GeV for a com-
bined A~40), are available, the probability of
forming a collapsed state, corresponding to a very
specific collective mode, is expected to be negli-
gibly small.

The most characteristic property of C~ is as an
effective source and, especially, a sink of bar-
yons, although there is of course no formal viola-

tion of baryon-number conservation. As a result
one could have characteristic phenomena, such as
multiple baryon production or "radiative" nucleon
capture by C„.

Large quantities of C„could conceivably exist in
the universe, but could quite plausibly have es-
caped detection because of the inaccessibility of
C„. A fascinating possibility is that the collapse
of normal nuclei may be greatly accelerated in the
dense interiors of massive bodies in the final
stage of evolution and may provide a source of en-
ergy comparable with the rest mass.

I am indebted to many colleagues at Oxford and
elsewhere for their helpful criticism and com-
ments.
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